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The main purpose of this work is to propose a theoretical description of the surface plasmon polariton stimulated
electron emission process at metal surfaces in which the primary electron ejection from the conduction band is
treated quantum mechanically in order to go beyond the approximate approaches used up to now to represent
this first step. Our theoretical results are well supported by experimental energy spectra obtained for some tens
of femtosecond laser pulses impinging on a gold grating target at various intensities in the GW/cm2 range. The
present model which allows us to discuss various features of the surface plasmon photoemission process such as
the role of the surface plasmon phase is rather simple and could be applied with slight modifications to study the
stimulated photoemission of metallic nanoparticles which has been a subject of growing interest during the past
few years.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.89.195136 PACS number(s): 73.20.Mf, 78.47.J−, 79.60.−i
I. INTRODUCTION
Short laser pulse excitation of collective electron os-
cillations in various systems of different scales, such as
metal nanoparticles or periodically patterned metal films, has
triggered tremendous interest over the last decade. These
collective modes called surface plasmons polaritons in the
long-wavelength limit [1] relevant for laser excitation will be
referred to in what follows only as surface plasmons (SP)
for the sake of conciseness. SP laser excitation is attractive
as a way to concentrate and channel light and consequently
to induce high-electron emission rates [2–9]. As a matter of
fact, in metals, SP laser excitation is the sole mechanism
able to induce a strong absorption of the incident light (in
some cases up to 90%, instead of less than 10% otherwise)
and a large increase of both the energy and the yield of the
emitted photoelectrons [10–13]. As a consequence, an intense
activity is presently developed to use the SP field properties
to enhance nonlinear processes. Many new applications have
been proposed such as a new surface plasmon free-electron
laser scheme [14], surface plasmon circuits in electronic chips,
surface plasmons as trace analyzers and biological probes [15],
an attosecond nanoplasmonic microscope [7], and laptop-sized
extreme-ultraviolet light sources [8].
Electrons emitted through the SP-enhanced photoelectric
effect at metal surfaces are much more energetic than in
a conventional photoemission process [16–19]. This phe-
nomenon has been interpreted in terms of ponderomotive
acceleration [16] of the electrons since when they are released
from the metal, they further experience a vacuum dressed
by the inhomogeneous high-frequency longitudinal SP field.
Consequently, the total energy of a freed electron traveling
outside the metal may be expressed as the sum of the kinetic
energy gained after overcoming the metal work function
and of its quiver energy Up = E2SP/4ω20 (or ponderomotive
potential) in the oscillating SP field ESP (ω0 being the laser
angular frequency). As this field is strongly inhomogeneous,
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electrons outside the solid experience a low-frequency non-
linear force which expels them from the (near surface) high
intensity field zone towards the low-amplitude region far
from the metal. As the SP field amplitude is much higher
than the laser field one (up to some hundred times higher),
the ponderomotive potential is high even at low laser intensities
as those considered in the present work (in the GW/cm2
range) and the electron is significantly accelerated towards
the low-field region. The magnitude of this effect depends
both on the pulse duration (the SP lifetime is of the same order
as the laser pulse duration [16]) and on the laser intensity
since the SP field amplitude is proportional to the laser field
one. Moreover, an increment of acceleration might be obtained
by the freed electron depending on the phase of the SP field
at the instant of its release [16]. This effect which is not of
ponderomotive origin has been recently investigated for SP
excited by few-cycle and single-cycle laser pulses [20].
Within the last decade, an increasing number of works,
either experimental or theoretical, have been dedicated to
the SP-stimulated photoelectric effect [16,18,20–24]. In these
works, the SP-enhanced emission process has been represented
in terms of a two-step mechanism which is also used in
the present work. The first step considers an electronic
transition from the metallic conduction band towards the
metal continuum due to the SP field, while in the second
one, these freed electrons move and gain more energy in the
inhomogeneous SP field outside the metal. In these works,
the second step has been described from a classical point of
view and this is also the case here. The first step has been
accounted for either through an I n (t) temporal distribution
[18,21] [with I (t) the intensity of the laser field and n the
number of photons required to eject an electron from the
metal] when multiphoton primary ejection is considered or
by means of the Fowler-Nordheim equation [20,22,23] to
describe tunnel emission. These descriptions are approximate
representations for the temporal shape of the primary ejection
process and it is not clear how they can account either for the
energy distributions or for the angular ones. As the natural
frame to describe the first step is quantum mechanics, the
ejection probability as a function of the electron energy, as a
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function of the emission angle, and as a function of time are
obtained in the present work by means of a perturbative method
called “jellium-Volkov” [25]. In that way, these momentum,
angular, and temporal distributions can be used to define
unambiguously the initial conditions of the second (classical)
step. However, we will show that particular attention must be
paid to the connection between both steps. Our model allows
us to obtain stimulated photoemission energy spectra which
are in good agreement with measurements for rather short
laser pulses (some tens of fs) impinging on a gold grating at
various intensities in the range 109–1010 W/cm2.
This paper is organized as follows: The theoretical model is
first detailed in Sec. II while the framework of our experiment
is presented in Sec. III together with comparisons between
measured and calculated energy spectra. Finally, conclusions
are given in Sec. IV. Atomic units are used throughout this
paper unless otherwise stated.
II. MODEL
A. Description of the SP field
We follow the approach of Refs. [20,22,26] in which
an analytical expression is used to describe the SP field.
More refined solutions of Maxwell’s equations for the SP
field have been obtained in Refs. [18,21] by means of
a finite-difference time-domain numerical approach. Nev-
ertheless, it would be very cumbersome to combine the
quantum-mechanical results of the present calculations with
the solutions of such a numerical approach to describe the SP
field. As our aim is to build a model as simple as possible
without losing the main physical features, we have considered
for the two components of the SP electric field outside the
metal (SPe: z  0)
ESPex (x,z,t) = βηE0F(x,t) exp(−z/δe) sin(ω0t − kSPx +φ0),
ESPez (x,z,t) = ηE0F(x,t) exp(−z/δe) cos(ω0t − kSPx + φ0),
F(x,t) = cos2
[
π
(
t − kSP
ω0
x
)/
τ
]
	
(
t − kSP
ω0
x
)
,
(1)
with x and z the coordinates parallel and perpendicular to the
surface plane, respectively. E0, ω0, φ0, and τ are the amplitude
of the incident laser field, the carrier frequency, the phase, and
the SP duration, respectively. F (x,t) is the envelope function
in which 	(u ≡ t − kSP
ω0
x) = 
 (u + τ/2) − 
 (u − τ/2) is
the “window” function with 
 the Heaviside step function.
We have chosen to use a cos2 envelope form instead of the
more usual Gaussian form which is generally considered to
fit experimental laser pulses envelopes, since the cos2 form
enables us to perform analytically a part of the quantum-
mechanical calculations. It is worth noting that with this
cos2 form, the SP full width at half maximum is τ/2. Since
the experimental spectra presented in Sec. III have been
obtained in the case of 58 fs full width at half maximum
Gaussian laser pulses, all the calculations reported below
have been performed for τ = 116 fs (=4796 a.u.). Indeed,
autocorrelation measurements [16] have shown that the SP
lifetime is of the same order as the laser pulse duration; we
assume in this work that they are identical.
The SP field components inside the metal (SPi : z  0)
have the same forms as those given in Eq. (1) except for the
decay length δe that becomes δi for the internal part. These
parameters δe and δi , as well as kSP (the SP wave vector
component parallel to the surface) and β (the ratio between
the amplitude of the SP field component parallel to the surface
and the perpendicular one) are characteristics of the SP. Their
expressions as a function of the metal dielectric function  (ω0)
are obtained by consideration of the continuity relations of the
fields inside and outside the metal [27], and can be expressed
as
kSP = 2 π
λ0
√
(ω0)
(ω0) + 1 , δe =
λ0
2π
√
−[(ω0) + 1],
δi = δe/|(ω0)|, β = |(ω0)|−1/2. (2)
In the case considered here, application of these formulas
with  (ω0 = 0.057 a.u.) = −22.7 [28] and λ0 = 800 nm (the
laser wavelength) leads to δe = 593.8 nm (≡11 221 a.u.),
δi = 26.1 nm (≡494 a.u.), and β = 0.21. One can note
that consideration of the  (ω0) value (−24) obtained from
Ref. [29] leads to slightly different values for these parameters
(respectively, δe = 610.6 nm, δi = 26.5 nm, and β = 0.20);
we have checked that such variations do not modify the final
results presented in Sec. III.
Finally, to obtain the enhancement factor of the SP field
with respect to the laser one (η = ESP/E0), we adjust this value
in order to obtain the best agreement between the calculated
energy spectra and the experimental ones. This is the only free
parameter of our model.
B. Primary ejection of electrons: Quantum calculations
In the low laser intensity regime considered here, the
measured current density scales as I 4L (with IL the maximum
laser intensity) [16] which is the signature of an electronic
emission driven by a four-photon absorption. In that way the
thermally assisted photoemission process [30,31] in which
electrons in the high-energy tail of the transient thermal
distribution play a significant role can be disregarded in
the present case. Thus, in order to describe the primary
step of the SP stimulated emission process, we have chosen
to use a perturbative quantum-mechanical method called
“jellium-Volkov” (JV) [25] which is less time consuming
than nonperturbative approaches such as the time-dependent
Schro¨dinger equation resolution [25,32] or more refined time-
dependent density functional theory methods. In this approach,
we consider only the time-dependent part of the SP field
component perpendicular to the surface which reads
ESPz (t) = η E0 cos2
(
πt
τ
)
cos(ω0t + φ0) 	(t). (3)
In other words, the SP field component parallel to the
surface has been neglected in this quantum part of the model.
This approximation, which is justified here since the normal
component of the SP electric field is 5 times greater than
the parallel one, amounts to considering that the electronic
momentum component parallel to the surface is conserved
during this primary step.
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Within the JV approach, the transition amplitude for the
ejection of an electron from the metal due to the ESPz (t) field is
written as
Tf i(t) = −i
∫ t
−∞
dt
〈
kf (z,t)
∣∣ V(z,t) ∣∣ki (z)〉, (4)
where V(z,t) = z ESPz (t) is the interaction potential corre-
sponding to the field of Eq. (3) while ki (z) is the initial un-
perturbed wave function representing an electron in the metal
conduction band with the normal momentum component ki
and kf (z,t) is the final perturbed wave function representing
an ejected electron in both the metal and the SP potentials.
The metallic electronic structure is described through the
jellium model and the metal potential is written VM (z) =
−Vc 
(−z) where Vc = EF + W with EF = 5.5 eV the Fermi
energy and W = 5.1 eV the work function [33]. Under this
framework, one obtains analytical expressions for both the
initial [ki (z)] and final [kf (z)] unperturbed states by solving
the corresponding 1D stationary Schro¨dinger equation [34].
The so-called jellium-Volkov state [25] representing the final
wave function kf (z,t) reads
kf (z,t) = kf (z) exp
(
i
z
c
A(t)
)
, (5)
where A(t) = −c ∫ t−τ/2 ESPz (t ′) dt ′ is the vector potential and
c the speed of light in vacuum. Such an approach based
on the dressing of unperturbed states by the Volkov phase
has been shown to properly describe multiphoton absorption
in various systems [25,35–37]. In the present work, the
ponderomotive energy term appearing in the Volkov phase
[25,37] has been removed since this allows the elimination
of spurious behaviors which have been shown to appear [38]
in the above-threshold ionization (ATI) process for atoms and
also to speed up the calculations. Due to the analytical forms
of both the initial and final unperturbed states related to the
step potential description of the metallic edge (which amounts
to neglecting image effects on the initial and final unperturbed
wave functions), the integral over electron coordinates (over
the z coordinate in the present case) resulting from Eq. (4) can
be written in a closed form. We perform the final time integral
of Eq. (4) by means of a Simpson quadrature.
As previously stated, in Eq. (3), only the time-dependent
part of the normal SP field component is considered. How-
ever test calculations taking into account the inhomoge-
neous part of the normal SP field component, i.e., ESPz (t) ×
[ exp(−z/δe)
(z) + exp(z/δi)
(−z)], and the corresponding
scalar potential have been performed in order to check the
accuracy of the approximate field description of Eq. (3). The
results are very close to those presented in what follows
since the length scale involved in the primary ejection is very
small with respect to the SP decay lengths (δe,i). However,
it can be useful to keep the decay term inside the solid
to avoid numerical problems since after spatial integration,
the remaining time integral contains the following term:
[kiz − kf z −A(t) + iδi]−2. In the case of δi = 0, a diverging
behavior can appear during the time-integration procedure for
A(t) = kiz − kf z.
With the transition amplitude Tf i calculated as indicated
above, we obtain the differential ejection probability as a
function of time for a fixed energy εf in the metal continuum
and for a given angle of emission θe with respect to the surface
plane (corresponding to the elementary solid angle df ). This
distribution that will be referred to (for simplicity) in what
follows as D(θe,εf ,t) is obtained by means of the expression
D(θe,εf ,t) = ∂
2P
∂εf ∂f
= k
′
f k
′
f z
kf z
∫
dki 
(kF − ki) ρ(ki) |Tf i(t)|2 (6)
and provides the instants in which the electrons are emitted as
well as the energy and angular distribution for primary ejection
at the end of the SP duration (which ranges here between
−τ/2 and +τ/2) through D(θe,εf ) = D(θe,εf ,t = +τ/2). In
Eq. (6), εf = k′2f /2 is the final electron energy measured with
respect to the ionization threshold and k′f is the modulus of
the corresponding wave vector whose z component is given
by k′f z = (k2f z − 2Vc)1/2 (with kf z measured with respect to
the bottom of the conduction band). 
(kF − ki) in Eq. (6)
stands for the zero-temperature limit of the Fermi-Dirac
distribution while ρ(ki) is the density of initial states which
in the free electron gas description considered here reads [39]
ρ(ki) = (3 ki)/k3F (with kF =
√
2EF the Fermi wave vector
modulus). Furthermore, the constraint 0  ki  kF combined
with energy conservation makes the integration range over the
kiz momentum component to be limited by the values kminiz = 0
(in all cases) and kmaxiz which depends on both the final energy
εf and the ejection angle θe through
kmaxiz =
√
2(EF − εf cos2 θe). (7)
We present in Fig. 1 energy and angle distributions in (a) and
time distribution in (b) obtained for the primary electron emis-
sion by means of the JV approach for the following parameters
(that will be used in one of the comparisons to experiments
presented in Sec. III): τ = 116 fs, ξSP0 = ηE0 = 0.031 a.u.,
and φ0 = 0. In Fig. 1(a) are displayed the normalized energy
distributions obtained at the end of the SP duration (i.e., at
t = +τ/2) for three emission angles: θe = 90◦, θe = 50◦, and
θe = 10◦. The maximum of the distribution corresponding to
θe = 90◦ (i.e., for εf  4 eV) has been normalized to unity and
the other distributions related to θe = 50◦ and θe = 10◦ have
been normalized accordingly. As can be observed in Fig. 1(a),
the energy distributions exhibit various peaks corresponding to
the absorption of several photons. The first peak close to 1.1 eV
corresponds to the minimum number of photons required to
remove an electron from the Fermi level, i.e., n = 4, and it
is a simple matter to verify that its energy location correctly
accounts for energy conservation (εn = n × ω0 − W ). The
next peaks which correspond to the absorption of further
photons for an electron in the metal continuum (ATI) are
then regularly shifted of ω0 = 1.55 eV. For normal emission
with respect to the surface (θe = 90◦), it can be observed that
the energy distribution mainly ranges within 0 and 8 eV. In
agreement with Eq. (7), this energy range as well as the number
of emitted electrons get reduced with decreasing ejection
angles. This behavior which means that normal emission
is dominant (although emission at nonperpendicular angles
is not negligible) has been already analyzed in Ref. [25] and is
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Results of jellium-Volkov calculations related to primary electron emission for τ = 116 fs, ξSP0 = ηE0 = 0.031 a.u.,
and φ0 = 0. (a) Normalized spectra D(θe,εf ) of primary ejected electrons as a function of energy (in eV) for three emission angles: θe = 90◦:
full blue line, θe = 50◦: dashed green line, θe = 10◦: dot-dashed black line. (b) Full red line: evolution of the normalized ionization probability
D(θe,εf ,t) as a function of time (in fs) for θe = 90◦ [i.e., corresponding to the full blue line energy spectrum of panel (a)] and for an emission
energy of εf = 4 eV; dotted black line: SP temporal envelope shape [i.e., cos2(πt/τ )]. The inset corresponds to three periods that will be used
in what follows to analyze the temporal emission characteristics (see text).
consistent with the fact that we have considered in the present
quantum calculations only the perpendicular component of the
SP field since it is stronger than the parallel one. Calculations
(not reported) for other values of the phase φ0 [than the value
φ0 = 0 of Fig. 1(a)] show that the energy distributions do not
present any variation with this parameter for the (rather long)
SP duration considered here. However, we have observed that
this is not the case for few-cycle SP durations for which energy
distributions show a noticeable dependence on φ0. Figure 1(b)
displays the evolution of the normalized ionization probability
as a function of time for θe = 90◦ and for an emission energy
of εf = 4 eV which corresponds to the maximum probability
of ejection for this emission angle [see Fig. 1(a)]. First, one
can notice that the emission takes place in between the third
central part of the SP envelope [this envelope is depicted by
the dotted line in Fig. 1(b)]. This distribution increases step by
step with the periodicity of the SP field which is also the laser
one; i.e., T0 = 2π/ω0  2.67 fs.
In order to perform a detailed analysis of this temporal
distribution pattern which is of great importance for our
purpose, we will focus now on three periods between 0.67 fs
and 8.68 fs which have been selected in the inset of Fig. 1(b). At
the beginning of the period, one can observe small structures
which are followed by a central region without any emission
and finally, at the end of the period, a rapid increase of the
emission. This behavior which is repeated for each period can
be more easily analyzed if one considers the time derivative
of the temporal distribution dD(θe,εf ,t)/dt . This quantity is
reported (full line) in Fig. 2(a) for the three periods selected
previously together with the shape of the force (dashed line),
i.e., −ESPz (t). Within the first quarter of a cycle, one can see that
the small structures of D(θe,εf ,t) in Fig. 1(b) correspond to a
series of five zones related to emission and reabsorption which
results in a weak net emission. In that first quarter of a period
that we call the “secondary emission region,” the force [dashed
line in Fig. 2(a)] is increasing in the vacuum direction. Further,
neither emission nor absorption occurs during the half central
part of the cycle; and then within the latter quarter of period
that we call the “main emission region” one observes a broad
emission peak related to the strong increase of D(θe,εf ,t)
in Fig. 1(b) and corresponding to a force directed towards
the metal with decreasing amplitude. These characteristics are
repeated for each cycle with a modulation related to the SP
field strength [this latter behavior will appear more clearly in
Fig. 3(a)]. Furthermore, we have reported in Fig. 2(b) the time
derivative of D(θe = 90◦,εf = 4 eV,t) obtained for the phase
value φ0 = π within the same time interval as in Fig. 2(a).
As expected, the shape of the force is time shifted with
respect to the case φ0 = 0 of Fig. 2(a) and also the emission
features previously described. The main emission region still
corresponds to the last quarter of a period in which the force
presents a decreasing amplitude and is directed towards the
solid while the secondary emission zone is related again
to the first quarter of cycle in which the force is directed
towards the vacuum with increasing values.
The temporal emission pattern provided by the jellium-
Volkov approach is a complicated function of both the SP field
and the associated vector potential whose phase difference
is π/2 with respect to the field. One can find in Ref. [40]
the JV transition amplitude written explicitly as a function of
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Full blue line: time derivative of the temporal distribution D(θe = 90◦,εf = 4 eV,t) as a function of time (in
fs) for the three cycles in the inset of Fig. 1(b) corresponding to φ0 = 0. Dashed red line: −ESPz (t); the vertical dotted lines indicate the cycle
limits. (b) The same for φ0 = π .
both ESPz (t) and A(t) in a simplified case. If the Volkov phase
which containsA(t) [see Eq. (5)] is removed, one obtains a first
Born approximation type method. In that case, the emission
rate would be located around the maxima of the pulling
force [−ESPz (t)] as is also obtained [41] by consideration of a
Keldysh type tunneling rate in which the instantaneous electric
field is considered.
It follows that temporal emission at the metal surface
consists in series of bunches of electrons emitted at the SP (or
laser) frequency within the first and the last quarter of cycle.
These characteristics have two important consequences. First,
as we shall see later, the final spectra are almost independent
on the value of φ0 for surface waves composed of some
tens of periods (or more) as the one considered here (42
cycles). This is not the case for few-cycle surface waves.
Moreover, the two temporal zones within the cycle in which the
electrons are emitted are favorable for the further acceleration
of these latter outside the solid. This point is very important to
obtain theoretical spectra whose shape is compatible with their
experimental counterpart. To conclude this part, it is worth
noting that the temporal emission structures analyzed above
do not vary noticeably for different kinetic energies εf and
different ejection angles.
C. Motion of the freed electrons in the SP field:
Classical calculations
In this second step, the motion of the freed electrons whose
initial kinetic energy, angular distributions, and temporal
emission regions are obtained by means of the previous
quantum calculations is described from the classical point of
view by integration of Newton’s second law, which reads in
the present case
dx/dt = px, dz/dt = pz,
dpx/dt = −ESPex (x,z,t) + pz BSPey (x,z,t), (8)
dpz/dt = −ESPez (x,z,t) − px BSPey (x,z,t),
where x (px) and z (pz) are the instantaneous electron vector
position (momentum) components parallel and perpendicular
to the surface plane, respectively. ESPex and ESPez are the
corresponding SP electric field components outside the metal
given in Eq. (1). In Eq. (8), BSPey (x,z,t) stands for the
magnetic field component along the axis perpendicular to the
incidence plane which is the only component of the magnetic
field associated with the SP. The explicit lengthy expression
of BSPey (x,z,t) is obtained from Maxwell-Faraday’s law by
consideration of the electric field components of Eq. (1). The
set of first-order coupled differential equations of Eq. (8) is
integrated by means of the adaptative stepsize Cash-Karp
Runge-Kutta algorithm provided in Ref. [42]. For each electron
(or set of electrons) considered in the statistical approach
described below, this set of differential equations is integrated
until the values of both the kinetic energy [(p2x + p2z )/2]
and the outgoing angle with respect to the surface plane
[arctan(pz/px)] have converged to a relative accuracy better
than 10−12.
To start the integration of Eq. (8), we need to know (for
a fixed value of the SP phase φ0) the number of electrons
Ne(x0,z0,px0,pz0,t0) emitted as a function of the initial
momenta px0 and pz0 of the instant of emission t0 and of the
initial positions x0 and z0. Since in the present work we do not
calculate absolute theoretical spectra, an arbitrary number of
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Modified (see text) time derivative dDM (θe = 90◦,εf = 4 eV,t)/dt of the temporal distribution as a function
of time (in fs) for the third central part of the SP duration. (b) Full green line: modified (see text) temporal distribution of ejected electrons
DM (θe = 90◦,εf = 4 eV,t). Dashed red line: original temporal distribution of ejected electrons D(θe = 90◦,εf = 4 eV,t) already reported in
Fig. 1(b). These results correspond to φ0 = 0 and the time scale is the same as the one of Fig. 1(b).
electrons (typically ∼2 × 106 for a good statistics) is allocated
to the area of the energy spectrum corresponding to θe = 90◦.
For the other energy spectra related to θe 
= 90◦, the number of
electrons is obtained accordingly in such a way that the electron
number is decreasing for decreasing values of θe [see Fig. 1(a)].
The final energy spectra reported in Sec. III have been obtained
by consideration of 9 primary energy spectra corresponding to
values of θe in the range [0,90◦]. Converged final angular
spectra, as the one reported in Fig. 7, require much more
primary energy spectra (around 45 θe values). These primary
spectra are discretized in elementary areas corresponding to
momentum intervals [pfj ,pfj+1 ] (with pf =
√
2εf ) which
provide the number ne(px0j ,pz0j ) of electrons emitted for
fixed values of px0j = pfj+1/2 cos θe and pz0j = pfj+1/2 sin θe
where pfj+1/2 is the midpoint of the momentum interval. Then,
from the temporal point of view, these ne(px0j ,pz0j ) electrons
are emitted according to temporal distributions like the one
reported in Fig. 1(b).
In order to solve the problem related to the re-absorption
regions, we use a procedure (detailed in the Appendix) which
amounts to eliminating the negative values of dD/dt (see
Fig. 2) from the temporal distribution and to normalizing
the remaining positive part to obtain a final probability (at
t = +τ/2) identical to the original one. We display in Fig. 3(a)
this modified time derivative of the temporal distribution
(dDM/dt) for the third central part of the SP duration while in
Fig. 3(b), one can see that the corresponding modified temporal
distribution [DM (t) =
∫ (dDM/dt)dt] is very close to the D(t)
one originally obtained from the JV calculation. Hence, the
ne(px0j ,pz0j ) electrons obtained through the discretization of
the energy spectra are distributed according to dDM/dt which
leads to Ne(px0j ,pz0j ,t0k ), with
∫ +τ/2
−τ/2
Ne
(
px0j ,pz0j ,t0
)
dt0 = ne
(
px0j ,pz0j
)
. (9)
Then, spatially these Ne(px0j ,pz0j ,t0k ) electrons are placed
around the peak of the SP pulse in the x direction (within
the third central part). And finally, we have used z0 = 0 in all
cases since we have observed that our final results do not vary
significantly with the initial location of the electrons in the z
direction due to the very slow decay of the SP field in that
direction.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Experiments
The experiment has been carried out by using an amplified
mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser able to provide 85 mJ laser
pulses at 800 nm, 58 fs, and 10 Hz repetition rate (LUCA laser
facility in Saclay). As is now well known [27], light may excite
SP on a modulated metal surface, the modulation providing the
extra momentum necessary to satisfy momentum conservation
in photon-plasmon coupling. Indeed, the SP wave vector
component parallel to the surface (kSP) may be expressed [27]
either as a function of the light wave vector k0 = ω0/c and
the grating parameter a or as a function of the metal dielectric
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function (ω0) as
kSP = ω0
c
sin θ + m2π
a
≡ ω0
c
√
(ω0)
(ω0) + 1 , (10)
where θ is the angle of incidence of the laser beam (with
respect to the surface normal) in p polarization (the only
possible polarization for SP excitation by light) and m an
integer. From Eq. (10), it is a simple matter to obtain the res-
onant angles as sin θm = {(ω0)/[(ω0) + 1]}1/2 − m(λ0/a)
with λ0 the laser wavelength. In our experiment, we use
a commercial, sinusoidal, holographically registered gold
grating sample with 150 grooves per millimeter covered by
a 200-nm-thick vacuum-deposited Au film. Application of
the previous formula with (ω0 = 0.057 a.u.) = −22.7 [28],
λ0 = 800 nm, and a = 6667 nm corresponding to 150 grooves
per millimeter leads to the value of θ1 = 64.5◦ for the resonant
angle corresponding to m = 1, in good agreement with the
experimental measurement of 65◦.
The gold sample is held in a magnetically shielded, high-
vacuum (10−8 mbar) chamber and can be rotated on its vertical
axe to change the laser incidence. The laser beam, the incidence
plane of which is perpendicular to the grating grooves, is
impinging onto the target without focalization. The laser
intensity is deduced from a calorimetric measurement of the
pulse energy (with shot-to-shot fluctuations of 5%) and from
the autocorrelation determination of the pulse duration (with a
10% uncertainty). The electron energy distribution is analyzed
with a time-of-flight magnetically shielded spectrometer. To
avoid space charge effects a very small extraction potential
is applied (3 V). The energy resolution ranges from ∼0.1 eV
for energies of some eV to ∼1 eV for energies of some tens
of eV. All the data reported below have been obtained for an
experimental incidence angle of 65◦ with respect to the surface
normal, which corresponds to the maximum number of emitted
electrons. We have also checked that for this angle of incidence,
the electron emission exhibits a strong dependence on laser
polarization: the electronic current is much stronger in the
p-polarization case (which is the signature for SP excitation)
than in the s case. To complete the emission analysis, laser
absorption measurements have been also performed for 58 fs
laser pulse duration and 109 W/cm2 laser intensity. Within the
conditions for SP excitation (i.e., 65◦ incidence angle and p
polarization), we get 34% of the laser light absorbed while
in the s-polarization case (and the same incidence angle) we
obtained 20%.
Investigation of electron emission as a function of the laser
intensity has been performed in the range 109 to 1010 W/cm2.
The outgoing electronic current as a function of the laser
intensity exhibits a slope of 4 [16] as expected from the
photoelectric balance considering the work function of the
gold polycrystalline sample (W = 5.1 eV [33]), and the
photon energy ω0 = 1.55 eV. As this photon energy is below
the threshold (2.3 eV) for interband transition in gold [43],
SP excitation is not strongly damped and the photoelectron
yield is high. Nevertheless, our measurements do not show
appreciable space charge field for laser intensity lower than
5 × 1010 W/cm2.
As can be observed in Fig. 4, at very low laser intensity
(around 1 GW/cm2), the emission is very weak and the
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Measured photoemitted electron energy
spectra of an Au grating irradiated with a 58 fs full width at half
maximum laser pulse for four laser intensities: ×: 1.6 GW/cm2,
green diamonds: 4.9 GW/cm2, red circles: 6.5 GW/cm2, and blue
triangles: 8.1 GW/cm2.
electron spectra mainly ranges from 0 to 1.5 eV in agreement
with the expected value (1.1 eV) which can be deduced
from the Einstein multiphoton photoelectric law. As the laser
intensity increases, the number of ejected electrons strongly
grows as well as the mean value and the width of the electron
spectra. In that way, for the higher laser intensity considered
here (8.1 GW/cm2) the mean value is around 13 eV, the width
around 12 eV, and the high-energy tail extends up to 28 eV.
B. Comparisons: Model-experiments
We present in Fig. 5(a) comparison between measurements
corresponding to IL = 6.5 × 109 W/cm2 and calculations
performed by means of the approach presented in the previous
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FIG. 5. (Color online) SP-enhanced emission spectrum as a func-
tion of the electron energy (in eV) for IL = 6.5 GW/cm2. Red circles:
experimental results corresponding to a 58 fs Gaussian laser pulse.
Full black line: 2D theoretical spectrum (see text) obtained with
ξSP0 = 0.031 a.u., τ = 116 fs, and φ0 = 0. Dashed blue line: 1D
theoretical spectrum (see text) obtained with the same parameters.
Dotted green line: 1D theoretical spectrum obtained with the same
parameters except the phase which is φ0 = π .
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section (2D for the classical part) as well as the results of
a simplified version of the calculations which consider only
a 1D motion (along the direction normal to the surface) for
the second (classical) part of the model. If we first focus on
the comparison between the experimental data and the result
of the full 2D calculation (thick full line in Fig. 5), one can
see that the calculation reproduces very well the high-energy
part of the experimental result which ranges between 0 eV
and 20 eV with a maximum around 9 eV. This agreement
is partially lost in the low-energy region (below 4 eV)
where the experimental result shows more electrons than
the theoretical one. This latter theoretical spectrum has been
obtained by consideration of φ0 = 0 and the following SP
amplitude: ξSP0 = ηE0abs = 0.031 a.u. [related to the primary
emission results reported in Figs. 1 to 3] where E0abs is the
amplitude of the incident laser beam corresponding to the
impinging energy fraction stored in the SP wave assuming
that the SP energy corresponds to the absorbed energy. As
the absorption measurements provide a value of 34% for the
duration considered here, the ξSP0 amplitude needed to obtain
an energy location of the theoretical spectrum in agreement
with the experimental one corresponds to the value η = 124
for the enhancement factor. One has also to note that the area
of the original theoretical spectrum has been normalized to the
area of the corresponding experimental one as will also be the
case for the following comparisons.
As already indicated, we also display in Fig. 5 the results
of a simplified 1D calculation in which only the motion of
the freed electrons on the axis perpendicular to the surface
is taken into account. This amounts to neglecting the SP
field component parallel to the surface and to using as an
initial momentum condition only the primary energy spectrum
corresponding to θe = 90◦ together with the temporal initial
distribution described in the previous section. Obviously these
1D calculations are less cumbersome than the 2D ones either
in terms of initial conditions or in terms of computation time
required to integrate the classical motion equations. We report
in Fig. 5 the 1D energy spectrum obtained for φ0 = 0 and
ξSP0 = 0.031 a.u. (the same parameters as for the 2D spectrum).
The 1D spectrum is very similar to the 2D one but it is
shifted of ∼2.5 eV towards high energies and then noticeably
disagrees with the accurate experimental results. Hence, the
effect of the SP field component parallel to the surface is
to slow down the emitted electrons and the shift obtained
in the 1D calculation relative to the 2D one indicates the
magnitude of this effect which is important here even for the
rather small SP parallel component corresponding to the case
at hand. One can also see in Fig. 5 that the 1D spectrum
obtained for φ0 = π is almost indistinguishable from the
one corresponding to φ0 = 0. This result can be understood
remembering the intermediate results related to the temporal
emission regions displayed in Fig. 2. This latter figure shows
that the electrons emitted in what we have called the “main”
and “secondary” temporal emission regions feel the same SP
field shape (although not the same amplitude) at the instant of
their release independently of the phase value. The effect of the
phase is then to shift these temporal emission zones within the
envelope. Hence, depending on the phase, the emitted electrons
experience slightly different SP field amplitudes for a surface
wave composed of many cycles as is the case here (42 cycles),
resulting in a quasi-independence of the final spectrum to the
phase value. This result is important at least from a practical
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FIG. 6. (Color online) SP-enhanced emission spectrum as a function of the electron energy (in eV) for (a) IL = 4.9 GW/cm2 and
(b) IL = 8.1 GW/cm2. Green diamonds in (a) and blue triangles in (b): Experimental results obtained with a 58 fs Gaussian laser pulse.
Thick full line in (a) and (b): 2D theoretical spectra obtained with ξSP0 = 0.025 a.u. and ξSP0 = 0.038 a.u., respectively. τ = 116 fs and φ0 = 0
in both cases.
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point of view since it shows that it is not necessary to take into
account the phase in the calculations for many cycles surface
waves. Obviously this would not be the case for few (or single)
cycle SP fields (such as those considered in Ref. [20]) since in
those cases the temporal emission zones shift due to the phase
results in emitted electrons that experience very different SP
strengths. Moreover, preliminary calculations on few-cycle SP
waves show that the primary energy spectra also present a
noticeable phase dependence.
We have reported in Fig. 6 analogous comparisons between
2D calculations and experimental spectra obtained for IL =
4.9 × 109 W/cm2 [Fig. 6(a)] and IL = 8.1 × 109 W/cm2
[Fig. 6(b)] and the same duration as previously. The agreement
between theory and experiment is quite good and similar to the
one already observed in Fig. 5. The theoretical results which
again show fewer low-energy electrons than the experimental
ones have been obtained by consideration of ξSP0 = ηE0abs =
0.025 a.u. in case of Fig. 7(a) and of ξSP0 = ηE0abs = 0.038 a.u.
in the case of Fig. 6(b). Taking into account the already
mentioned measured value of 34% for the absorption fraction,
these SP amplitudes correspond to enhancement factors of
η = 115 and η = 135 in cases (a) and (b), respectively.
It must be noted that in the final spectra of Figs. 5 and 6
(computed or measured), the ATI peaks which are present in
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Normalized contour of the computed SP-
enhanced emission spectrum as a function of the electron energy
(in eV: horizontal axis) and as a function of the emission angle (in
degrees: vertical axis) for ξSP0 = 0.031 a.u., τ = 116 fs, and φ0 =
0. The minimum (green) level corresponds to the value 0.05, the
maximum (blue) one to the value 0.95, and the dashed (red) line
indicates the mean value 0.5. The vertical axis can be assimilated to
the surface and the laser pulse impinges with an angle of 25◦ with
respect to this axis oriented towards increasing angular values. The
horizontal line approximately stands for the symmetry axis of the
angular distribution.
the primary energy spectra [see Fig. 1(a)] have disappeared.
This washing out of the ATI structures in the final spectra is
related to the second step of the process since depending on
the initial conditions (energy, angle, and instant of release),
the electrons can gain more or less energy during their travel
outside the solid.
It is worth remembering that the amplitude of the SP field
(or equivalently the enhancement factor η) has been used here
as a free parameter. In our simulations we have observed that
the energy spectra are broadened and shifted towards high
energies for increasing values of the enhancement factor. In
the present study, we have obtained η values around 120 with
a small variation with respect to the impinging energy. These
values are approximately a factor of two smaller than the one
estimated in [16] by means of the crude model used in that
work. It should be also mentioned that these η values are one
order of magnitude greater than those calculated for steady-
state irradiation conditions [27,44]. To our knowledge, the
enhancement factor has not been obtained up to now from first
principles in the case of SP excited by short laser pulses.
Finally, we report in Fig. 7 the normalized contour of the
calculated energy and angular distribution of emitted electrons
for the same parameters as those of Fig. 5. This distribution
whose maximum is located around 9.5 eV and 93◦ is approx-
imately symmetrical with respect to an axis (the horizontal
line in Fig. 7) which is slightly shifted with respect to the
surface normal (90◦). This small shift is due to the weak SP
field component parallel to the surface. The broadening of the
angular distribution which is very important at small energies
gets strongly reduced for increasing energies. As an example,
the maximum angular width (around 60◦) of the mean level (the
dashed line in Fig. 7) is reached approximately at 7 eV. This an-
gular width which is still around 50◦ for the energy maximum
gets reduced to 10◦ near 14 eV. Comparisons with experimental
angular spectra whose measurements are under study will pro-
vide more details on the SP-stimulated emission mechanism
as well as on the quality of the theoretical description.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Within the framework of a two-step description of the
surface plasmon enhanced photoemission process at metal
surfaces, we have treated the first step, i.e., the primary
electron ejection from the metallic conduction band, through
a quantum-mechanical method. To our knowledge, this is
the first time that such an approach has been implemented
in the area of SP-stimulated photoelectron emission. This
allows us to define accurately the initial conditions of the
second (classical) step representing the motion of the freed
electrons in the inhomogeneous SP field outside the solid,
in terms of initial electronic momenta, angles of ejection,
and instants of emission. We show that particular care must
be paid in connecting both steps. Our theoretical results
are in good agreement with experimental energy spectra
obtained for 58 fs laser pulses impinging on a gold grating at
various intensities in the GW/cm2 range. These comparisons
which support the two-step interpretation of the mechanism
lead to almost constant values of the enhancement factor
(η = ESP/E0  120) in the intensity range considered here.
Calculation of the enhancement factor on theoretical grounds
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which is lacking in the literature will be the subject of a further
work but is beyond the scope of the present one. Our theoretical
approach has allowed us to investigate various aspects of the
SP-stimulated photoemission mechanism. In particular, we
have shown that the energy spectra are independent of the
SP phase for SP durations of some tens of fs (or larger ones)
for the wavelength considered here (800 nm). This would not
be the case for few-cycle SP waves. Furthermore, even if the
component of the SP electric field parallel to the surface is
weaker than the normal one, its effect on the final energy
spectra is important in such a way that it cannot be disregarded.
To extend the application range of our theoretical approach
the implementation of a nonperturbative quantum-mechanical
method to represent the first ejection step is in progress.
However, in the near future, we will apply our model in its
present form which enables rather fast calculations to study the
influence of wavelength or pulse duration on the SP-assisted
photoemission process as well as (with some modifications) to
study the stimulated photoemission of metallic nanoparticles
which is a subject of growing interest.
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APPENDIX: CALCULATION OF THE MODIFIED TIME
DISTRIBUTIONS
To overcome the difficulty related to the reabsorption
regions corresponding to the negative values of dD/dt in
Fig. 2, we split dD/dt into its positive and negative parts
as
dD
dt
= dD+
dt
+ dD−
dt
. (A1)
The original time derivative distribution dD/dt is then
replaced by the following modified one:
dDM
dt
=
(
D
D+
)
dD+
dt
, D = =
∫ +τ/2
−τ/2
dD
dt
dt,
D+ =
∫ +τ/2
−τ/2
dD+
dt
dt. (A2)
In that way, the reabsorption regions are eliminated from the
temporal distribution and the normalization of the remaining
positive part allows us to obtain a final probability (at t =
+τ/2) identical to the original one, since∫ +τ/2
−τ/2
dDM
dt
dt ≡ D =
∫ +τ/2
−τ/2
dD
dt
dt. (A3)
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